Cracks in the Highway
As our car broke down last December, we've focused a bit more on how
transportation impacts our life and ministry. We're very thankful for great local
public transportation, and the ways God has placed us within walking distance (by
European Standards!) of so many places we want and need to go.
But today we're writing to you about a larger issue. Our family is here to serve in
Gyor, Hungary and throughout Europe as we follow God's leading to connect and
serve as He calls and enables. We have several local ministerial candidates we're
investing in and are also privileged to serve pastorally to an amazing local body of
believers here.
Our foundation is God, and all He continues to provide. It is a sure foundation,
and the work will always continue. Our "vehicle" includes the funding and prayers
of our supporters and support churches. Even though our literal vehicle is being
repaired, with your commitments we are on track to meet our personal& ministry
budgets.
But the road that has allowed us to come here is the larger work of the Free
Methodist Church in Hungary based in Budapest. Not able to be recognized
legally as a "church", it is known as the "Bread of Life Foundation". There in
Budapest, they host a weekly worship service, have many different ministries, host
leadership development/service and office the Free Methodist content for all of
Hungary (and even much of Eastern Europe).
Because of the financial support structures in the Free Methodist Church, most
people and churches find themselves connected directly with specific
missionaries. Many of you are connected to us in this way. Unfortunately, that
means the "Hungary Church Planting & Development Fund" which is the road
which allows us to travel around and do ministry here - has fallen short.
We're so incredibly thankful for all the support and encouragement we have
received and continue to receive from each of you. If you've committed to

supporting us - please do not change that commitment unless necessary, because
we have created budgets and depend on those funds.
But if you were looking for a new place to give regularly or even a place to give a
one-time donation (tax return season is almost upon us!!?), this would be an
incredible opportunity. (CLICK HERE TO GIVE!) Donations are tax-deductible,
support both specific ministries like "Set Free" (fighting human trafficking), and
funds for local pastors in Budapest, as well as overall organization, accounting,
and administration for the work throughout the country and beyond.
Thank you for taking a moment to learn more, and considering how you might
further pray for and support the work here in Hungary and Eastern Europe. May
God bless you and keep you in His Love this month!

We would love to hear from you!
Hit reply and let us know how we can be praying for you!
Want to video chat with us as a group/church/class/family?
Let us know, and we can arrange a time!
Are there any questions you have for us that you would like us to answer in our next
newsletter? Hit reply and send us your questions.
Blessings from our family to yours!
The Anderson Family

